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On August 6th 2018, Musical.ly announced that it would be releasing TikTok out of China due to "growing concerns over children's exposure to
inappropriate content". The company stated that it was working with the Chinese government to find suitable replacement platforms to help its

artists and users in the country.",

This means that if TikTok were to discover that a user had posted videos on the platform without having paid for it and requested their money
back, it would be required by law to comply with the user's request and then turn over at least some of the appropriate funds. This would help

ensure that users who post content on TikTok are not acting as scammers as well as potentially avoid issues with law enforcement.",

TikTok was created in order to help users express themselves through visual media such as music and video in a more freeform manner compared
to Instagram or Twitter, where users are more confined in how much content they can post without fear of being edited out by their followers. The

success of TikTok also lies in its uses as a marketing tool for brands. A study performed by UpStream found that 41% of users on TikTok are
engaged with brands and 47% of users follow at least one brand. Some brands are making their own content on the platform such as Coca-Cola,

FC Barcelona and others.",

TikTok attracts advertisers by combining videos from self-made creators with those recorded by popular artists into one app. The company was
able to sign up brands including Pepsi, Red Bull and Taco Bell within its first few months of operation. In June 2018, it was reported that the app

had signed a deal with a major Indian record label called T-Series in order to market TikTok's new music feature in India and other parts of South
Asia.",

Another article published on Huffington Post reported that "The app's terms of service make clear that users are responsible for their own content
and may be sued for copyright infringement. As TechCrunch notes, this is similar to YouTube's terms of service. It also warns users not to share
personal information like credit card numbers or bank account details. However, the reporting section makes it unclear whether the app will take

down content that could be illegal, or if users trying to report abusive content will be able to do so."",
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